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Unified Information Archiving, Advanced eDiscovery, and Supervision
Who Uses Zix?

Benefits

Features

21,000+ customers including:

All the benefits of ZixArchive Essentials
plus:

All the benefits of ZixArchive
Essentials plus:

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All Federal Financial
Institutions Examination
Council (FFIEC) regulators
The U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC)
30% of U.S. banks
1,200+ U.S. hospitals
30%+ Blue Cross Blue Shield
(BCBS) organizations

•
•

Fast and early case assessment for
IT and legal teams
Time saving supervision for FINRA
and SEC regulated companies
Quicker HR investigations powered
by message classification and
SimplyShare technology

•
•

Message activity history tracking
Proactive glossary scanning
Advanced eDiscovery
parameters
Privileged address support
Message classification,
commenting, and escalation

Add on: Archive, index, and search
48 electronic communication tools

ZixArchive Plus provides all the features
and benefits of the ZixArchive Essentials
solution, while adding capabilities targeted
towards organizations that experience
increased litigation risk or compliance
requirements.
Message Activity History
ZixArchive Plus offers comprehensive message activity tracking for all archive
activities including message exports, views, comments, escalations, legal
holds and status changes. Organizations gain full visibility into which users are
doing what and when with intuitive user identification and timestamping. This
feature provides peace of mind that users are not abusing their archive access
privileges, while simultaneously giving HR, compliance, legal, and IT managers a
method of checking their analysts’ activity.

Glossary Scanning

Message Classification

This feature provides the ability to create and edit a list of
keywords and phrases that ZixArchive Plus will look for when
every message is indexed. Messages that contain any of these
keywords and phrases will be flagged. Users can search for
flagged data as part of reactive searches. Additionally, flagged
data can be used as a search parameter for fast data culling
and sharing. This feature is great for enhancing the supervisory
compliance work associated with SEC and FINRA regulated
companies. This also works nicely for HR investigations and
communications monitoring.

Message classification is a core feature of ZixArchive Plus.
Legal teams can use the classification feature to apply a status
to messages during early case assessment. HR teams can
use message classification to identify and mark content in
response to an HR investigation, and compliance teams can use
this feature to identify non-compliant data during an audit or
regularly scheduled review. In each of the aforementioned use
cases, the status tags applied to each message can be utilized to
cull and share relevant data.

Unified Archiving Data Support

Advanced eDiscovery
ZixArchive Plus offers advanced eDiscovery capabilities that
augment the eDiscovery parameters available in ZixArchive
Essentials. Users can cull data by message status, who viewed
the message, who reviewed the message, message escalation,
and more. These features support the eDiscovery activities of
Legal and IT teams during early case assessment. Advanced
eDiscovery also empowers the compliance teams of companies
with FINRA or SEC review requirements.

In addition to email archiving, ZixArchive Plus provides unified
archiving support for many other electronic communication tools
including popular social media platforms, instant messaging
(IM) services, and collaboration tools. Data from these sources
is indexed, stored and governed by retention policies. Zix’s
eDiscovery, legal holds, and SimplyShare technology capabilities
are also available for use.

Backed by Award-winning
Phenomenal Care® Support
All products are backed by our award-winning Phenomenal Care
support team, which is US-based and available 24/7/365 by
email, phone or chat. Whether your business needs Information
Archiving or any of our other services, we provide a phenomenal
customer experience.

About AppRiver
AppRiver, a Zix company, is a channel-first provider of cloud-enabled security and productivity
services, with a 4,500-strong reseller community that protects 60,000 companies worldwide
against a growing list of dangerous online threats. Among the world’s top Office 365 and Secure
Hosted Exchange providers, the company’s brand is built on highly effective security services
backed by 24/7 white-glove Phenomenal Care® customer service. AppRiver is headquartered
in Gulf Breeze, Florida and maintains offices in Georgia, Texas, New York, Canada, Switzerland
and the United Kingdom. For more information, please visit www.appriver.com.

For more information,
visit www.appriver.com

